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Praneet Bhat was born in Srinagar and brought up in Nashik. He is an actor best known for his role of
Shakuni in the popular TV serial Mahabharat (2013-2014). After completing his degree, he started
working with a software company Wipro .
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Praneet Bhatt married to Kanchan Sharma Ex Bigg Boss
Yes, the actor got married to his girlfriend Kanchan Sharma, who is a stylist by profession on
November 4, 2015. The couple have been dating for almost five long years. They finally got married in
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Praneet Bhatt aka Shakuni wedding pics
TV actor Praneet Bhat tied the knot in Lucknow with Kanchan Sharma, his girlfriend of four years. The
wedding, which was preceded by four days of celebrations and pre-nuptial ceremonies at Praneet
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actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image, you can obtain the lists of the books that you truly
anticipate. In In some cases, there are lots of books that are revealed.
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Trending Bios. Saanand Verma (Anokhelal Saxena Ji) Wiki | Biography | Height | Weight | Age |
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Bigg Boss 8 Ex Contestant Praneet 'Shakuni Mama
Wedding season is here, and even the celebrities cannot remain unaffected by the same. Now, it is
the television actor, Praneet Bhat, who has tied the knot with his long-time girlfriend, Kanchan
Sharma.
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About Praneet Bhat Biography Actor UpClosed
Bhat shifted to Mumbai in 2002, and after modelling, he started his television career in 2004, and went
on to appear on the television programs Kitni Mast Hai Zindagi, Hotel Kingston, Kituu Sabb Jaantii
Hai, Shhh..Phir Koi Hai and Kaajjal.
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Praneet Bhat(Porus) Wiki Biography, Age, Height, Affairs, Serials, movies, music and More in
Bollywood-Actor-Biography leave a reply Praneet Bhat was born in 26 September 1980.
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Praneet Bhat is an Indian television actor best known for his role as Shakuni in epic TV series
Mahabharat (2013 2014). [2] [3] [4] After completing his engineering , Bhat worked with a software
company, Wipro .
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Praneet Bhat is a popular Indian television actor who was born on 26 September 1980. He has
predominantly acted in Hindi TV shows. He started his acting debut with the film Kitni Mast Hai
Zindagi. Some of his popular roles were in the TV shows like Kitni Mast Hai Zindagi, Hotel Kingston,
Kituu Sabb Jaantii Hai, Shhh..Phir Koi Hai and Kaajjal.
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On November 4, 2015, he married his girlfriend Kanchan Sharma Bhat and announced it on Twitter.
The talented actor took the holy nuptial with his love Kanchan Sharma, who is stylist by profession.
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Praneet Bhatt image Praneet Bhat was born on 26 September 1980. He is an Indian television actor
famous for his role as Shakuni in the Tv Show Mahabharat (2013 2014).
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If you really want truly get guide actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A to refer currently, you have
to follow this page constantly. Why? Keep in mind that you require the actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan
image%0A source that will offer you appropriate expectation, do not you? By seeing this website, you have
actually started to make new deal to consistently be current. It is the first thing you could begin to get all benefits
from remaining in a site with this actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A and other compilations.
Recommendation in picking the very best book actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A to read this
day can be gained by reading this page. You could find the most effective book actor praneet bhat girlfriend
kanchan image%0A that is marketed in this globe. Not only had actually the books released from this nation, but
also the other nations. As well as now, we intend you to read actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A as
one of the reading products. This is only one of the most effective books to accumulate in this site. Consider the
web page and also look the books actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A You could locate bunches of
titles of guides offered.
From currently, discovering the completed site that markets the completed publications will be several, however
we are the trusted website to check out. actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A with very easy web
link, easy download, as well as finished book collections become our good solutions to obtain. You can locate as
well as use the perks of picking this actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan image%0A as everything you do. Life
is consistently establishing as well as you need some brand-new book actor praneet bhat girlfriend kanchan
image%0A to be referral constantly.
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